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FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR

The Memon Industrial &
Technical Institute (MITI)
T

he Memon Industrial & Technical Institute (MITI) is a prestigious project of the World Memon Organisation
(WMO) which saw the light of the day on 31st May 2009.

A short course of four months duration at MITI revolutionizes the life of youth enabling them to earn a respective
livelihood from the training. In only four years, over 34,000 students (both male and female) have been provided with
vocational and technical skills in 56 different trades. In the current batch, 4,231 Ladies and 2,161 Gents are being
provided quality training in 56 courses. The Institute is open to all without any discrimination of caste, creed or
religion.
This huge project has been made possible only due to the active participation of the City District Government
of Karachi (CDGK) and Founder-President of WMO, Haji Abdul Razzak Yaqoob (ARY) and Mr. H.M. Shahzad,
Assistant Secretary General, WMO. It all started at a dinner gathering held during the time of the 5th Annual General
Assembly of the World Memon Organisation at Karachi in April 2007.
At the dinner table, Haji Abdul Razzak Yaqoob (ARY), Founder President of WMO, was speaking highly about
a Technical Institute in Baroda, India (run by the Memon community) which has been providing technical training to
the youth of Baroda since many years. Haji Abdul Razzak (ARY) expressed his desire to establish a similar Institute
in Karachi. Incidentally, Syed Mustafa Kamal, the then City Nazim of Karachi, was also present at the dinner. He
promised to provide WMO with a suitable plot of land at Karachi for establishing such an institute.
Within few days, several plots were shown by the City Nazim of Karachi to the Office Bearers of WMO. Out of
the many locations, the old Civic Center III at Korangi Industrial Area, Karachi was considered appropriate by the
Board of Management of WMO. Although the plot and building were in an industrial area of Karachi, the Board
accepted the challenge to set up a world-class Vocational & Technical Institute at this location.
Soon after a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between the WMO and the CDGK, the plot
was handed over to WMO. The plot consisted of 7 acres of land and a building admeasuring 134,000 square feet. The
building required renovation and finishing work which was carried out by WMO at a cost of millions of rupees.
It was only due to the untiring efforts of Mr. H.M. Shahzad, that the plot and building were turned into world
class Vocational & Technical Institute. The formal opening ceremony of the Institute was held on 31st May 2009,
where Syed Mustafa Kamal, City Nazim Karachi, was present. Thanks to the Office Bearers, the philanthropists and
the well-wishers of WMO for providing necessary funding without which the MITI project would not have seen the
light of the day. It is also appropriate to thank Members of the MITI Committee for their continuous support, input
and encouragement.
The MITI has now successfully completed four years of existence and has many milestones to its credit. Within
the first one and half years itself, the City & Guild International of UK recognized MITI and made it as one of its
international centers. The MITI is also affiliated with Trade Testing Board, Sindh which is a government body for
testing and certification of trade oriented courses. The Memon Institute of Hijama Therapy was inaugurated in the
premises of MITI for the promotion of Islamic mode of treatment.
Shortly, after the launch of MITI, a separate Ladies Section was started to provide technical and vocational skills
to ladies. Evening classes were also started to facilitate the working class to acquire technical education. Besides, the
Benazir Bhutto Shaheed Youth Development Program selected MITI for providing training to students sponsored by
this program. The Karachi Youth Initiative approved MITI for training students sponsored by them.
Many foreign diplomats, delegates from private, governmental and non-government agencies have paid visits to
the MITI and expressed their appreciation for this unique project.
This issue of the Memon Alam highlights the journey of the Memon Industrial & Technical Institute since its
inception.
May Almighty Allah bless all those involved in the development and growth of MITI.
Pir Muhammad A. Kaliya
Chief Editor, Memon Alam
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Four Years of par Excellence

Four Years of Par
Excellence 2009-2013

I

t is well known by now that Memon
Industrial and Technical Institute
(MITI) came into being as a result
of the vision of the Founding President
of WMO, Haji Abdul Razzak Yaqoob
Gandhi ARY. As fate would have it, the
City Nazim at the time Mr. Mustafa Kamal
decided to join hands in this venture and
provided the premises for the project. The
funding was provided by the World Memon
Organization and philanthropic persons of
the memon community worldwide.
The implementation of the projct was
entrusted to a committee which was headed
by Mr. H.M. Shahzad the other permanent
members of the committee included Mr. Pir
Muhammad Kaliya, Mr. Shoaib Mangroria,
Mr. Abdul Rashid Godil, Mr. A. Gaffar
Pidha, Mr. Shahab Raja, Mr. Qasim Lawai.
MITI came into being as a project
of WMO-PC in 2009 at the premises
provided by CDGK. It is now 4 years since
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MITI opened its gates to students in June
2009 with 7 courses for boys and since then
the management has remained focused
towards achieving the goals charted by
the founding fathers of World Memon
Organization and MITI. These, inter
alia included providing affordable and
quality vocational education to the youth
of low income group and continuous
improvement in quality and services of
the Institute while strictly adhering to the
WMO principles of charity, welfare and
service to humanity.
MITI has been progressing steadily
since then in providing good quality
vocational and technical training to boys
and ladies. Initially, our focus areas were
Landhi, Korangi, Shah Faisal Colony and
Malir. This has now expanded to other
towns such as Lyari and Sultanabad.
MITI has become training partner
for Benazir Bhutto Youth Development

Scheme and Karachi Youth Initiative.
Commercial success and the financial
viability of MITI remains linked to the
philanthropic assistance of WMO and
other organizations that are referred to as
its partners, MITI has been able to achieve
self-sustenance and financial independence
without sacrificing the ideals for which
MITI was built. And by the Grace of Allah
SWT, we are successfully progressing in
that direction by cutting on expenditure
and increasing admissions.
At present, MITI remained focused on
increasing admissions. Several initiatives
in this regard are summarized below.The
efforts were quite successful as the results
show admissions steadily increasing to
2100 and 4000 in the Boys’ and Ladies
sections respectively by end the May 2013.
Since its inception, more than 34000 boys
and ladies have completed successfully
their vocational training from MITI.
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New Initiatives
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

New Courses were added in the Curriculum
in both Boys and Ladies Sections.
Existing Facilities were improved and
capacity was increased.
Promotional Activities were undertaken
to increase awareness about MITI.
Registration with City & Guilds and
Trade Testing Board was completed.
Evening Classes were started for
working class.

f)
g)
h)

i)
j)

MITI web site was launched.
Relationships with partners were
strengthened.
Contracted agreement with Benazir
Bhutto Shaheed Youth Development
Program.
Contracted agreement with Karachi
Youth Initiative.
Memon Institute of Hijama Therapy
was inaugurated.

New Courses Added in 2011
A number of new courses were introduced
with special emphasis on I.T. in 2011. As
such a completely new well equipped I.T.
section was added to the existing facilities
including audio visual equipment under
well qualified teachers. In the future this is
destined to become the Flag Ship of MITI
Insha Allah.

NEW COURSES IN 2011
Boys’ Section 	Ladies’ Section
1. Office Automation
Beautician (Advanced)
2. Graphics Designing
Dress Designing
3. Web Designing
Arts & Crafts
4. AutoCAD
Mehndi
5. Motor Cycle Mechanic
English (Level 2)
6. Cutting & Stitching
C.I.T.
NEW COURSES IN 2012-13
Major expansion in courses and facilities was undertaken which considerably increased the
student intake and is growing every day.

Office Automation

Office Automation
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Boys’ Section 	Ladies’ Section
1. Computerized Accounting
Self Grooming
2. 3D Studio Max
Baking Special
3. MAYA
Crochet Work
4. AdvancedAutoCAD
Jewelry Making
5. Certificate Graphics Designing & Multimedia
Fashion Designing
6. Certificate Information Technology (CIT)
Beauty & Hair Dressing
7. Diploma in Information Technology (DIT)
DIT
8. Professional Photography
Hand Bags & Purse Making
9. Drafting & Designing
Taleem-e-Balghan

Beauty & Cosmetology

Graphics Designing
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This brought to 31 and 25, the total number of courses for Boys and Ladies respectively as
follows:
Boys’ Section 	Ladies’ Section
Computerized Accounting
Beauty & Hair Dressing
Auto CAD
C.I.T (Certificate in IT)
Advanced AutoCADDIT (Diploma in IT)
Art & Crafts
Drafting & Designing
Tajveed-e-Quran
Graphics Designing
Taleem-e-Balghan
Certificate Graphics & Multimedia
Beautician
Web Designing
Dress Making & Boutique Designing
3D Studio Max
Sewing & Cutting
MAYA
Crochet Work
Professional Photography
Embroidery
CIT (Certificate in IT)
Textile Designing
DIT (Diploma in IT)
Fine Arts
Computer Hardware & Networking
Cooking & Baking
Mobile Phone Repairing
Mehndi
Industrial Electrician
English Language
Lift Technician
Graphics Designing
Generator Operator Mechanic
MS.Office
Welding
Self Grooming
Auto Electrician
Hand Bags & Purse Making
Auto A/C
Baking Special
Sewing & Cutting
Machine Embroidery
Auto Mechanic
Jewelry Making
Plumbing
Beauty & Cosmetology
UPS
Motor Rewinding
Motor Cycle Mechanic
General Electrician
CNG
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
English Language

Fashion Designing

Improvement of Facilities and Increasing capacity
Taking into consideration the aspirations of the community, existing Workshops and Labs
were expanded to cater for increasing students load.
EXPANSION OF FACILITIES IN 2011-2013
Boys’ Section 	Ladies’ Section
1. Mobile Phone Repairing
Sewing & Cutting
2. Auto Mechanic
Cooking & Baking
3. Computer Hardware
Fine Arts
4. Professional Photography Lab
Fashion Designing
5. CIT & DIT Labs
Dress Making & Boutique Designing

Mobile Phone Repairing
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Computer Hardwware Theory Class

Sewing & Cutting
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Promotional Activities
A number of initiatives were undertaken to increase awareness about MITI and to attract students. These included print and news media
advertising, road shows, personal contacts, flyers, banners, web site, Face Book, etc.

Electro Fair in Karachi Expo Center

APMF Exhibition in Karachi Expo Center

Admission Camp in Lyari

APMF Exhibition in Karachi Expo Center
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Registration with City & Guilds UK and Trade Testing Board
Government of Sindh Pakistan.
MITI very proudly mentions its affiliation with the world renowned “City & Guilds” of the U.K. It is the largest and most
prestigious vocational training certification and qualification awarding body throughout the globe. MITI has been designated as
“City & Guilds Approved Center” and conducts examination in various disciplines. This alliance brings multitude of benefits to
the graduating students. The City & Guilds’ certification, blended with our unique training approach, enhances career prospects,
and also offers greater acceptability in the international job-market. MITI is also affiliated nationally with Trade Testing Board,
Sindh, the premier Government organization for testing and Certification of short Courses.

Mufti Hashim Regional Manager City & Guilds

Secretary TTB inspecting MITI facilities

Evening Classes

From the Seventh Session, evening classes
were introduced with very encouraging
response.
To start with only IT courses were offered but
more courses were added from the following
session and now 14 courses are being offered
in the evening shift.

Parent Teachers’ Meeting
The first ever Parent/Teacher Meeting was
held last year in which the parents and the
faculty members discussed the progress of
their children.
The initiative was well appreciated by the
parents and students and has now become
a regular feature.

Parent Teacher’s Meeting

Web-site Launching
MITI launched its web site www.wmomiti.
com from July 2012. MITI Facebook page
is also available and is very popular among
students and public alike.
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Agreement with Benazir Bhutto Shaheed Youth
Development Program.
Memon Industrial and Technical Institute entered into an agreement with the Ministry of Youth Affairs, Government of Sindh
to train the batch of 80 students of the Benazir Bhutto Shaheed Youth Development Program from July to September 2012.
There were 80 students in all in the following disciplines:
•
General Electrician
•
Mobile Phone Repairing
•
Plumbing
•
Cutting and Stitching

Agreement with Karachi Youth Initiative (KYI)
MITI entered into an agreement with KYI to train 600 students from Lyari, Sultanabad and Korangi. The unique feature of this program is
that the students should be from poor families and susceptible to violence and other crimes. This program runs from May to September 2013.

RAC Class in Progress

Mobile Phone Repairing Class in Progress
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Performance
The charts below show the position of admissions in the Boys and Ladies Sections in each successive session as well as in different courses. As a result of
the development and promotional activities, the admissions have consistently increased in 2011 and continued in 2012.

Session wise Admission (Male)

Although students have increased overall to 1667 in 2012, Computer Courses, Refrigeration & A/C, Mobile Phone,
Electrician, Auto courses, English language have attracted the largest number of students in the Boys Section.

Course wise Admission (Male) 2009-2013
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Session wise Admission (Female)

Course wise Admission (Female) 2009-2013
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Relationships with Partners
MITI has developed relationships with many philanthropically inclined
companies in providing material and other facilities for students. Prominent
among them are the following:

Khwaja Gharib Nawaz Trust

The construction of the ladies section was made possible by the
financial assistance of Khwaja Gharib Nawaz Trust and ARY

Pak Suzuki Motor Co.

The new Motor Bike workshop was completely developed
with all tools, equipment and machines by Pak Suzuki. In
addition, trainings were arranged by them for the students
of CNG, Auto Mechanic and Motor Bike at their plant.

United Mobile

Relations with United Mobile flourished and they have
developed the new bigger workshop for mobile training to
the students.

Ardent elevators

They have provided elevator for the benefit of the teachers
and the students.

Christine Cosmetics

They have provided facilities for a new Beautician Clinic
which is used for conducting short courses in beauty and
Cosmetology. They also provide their cosmetics for training
to the students.

Millat Fans

They have most generously provided their most popular
Millat Fans for installation in MITI whenever requested.
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Events and Activities
Inauguration Ceremony of MITI 31st May, 2009
MITI was inaugurated on 31st May 2009 by the Honourable Governor of Sindh and was attended by dignitaries of the city from the
Government, business and media.

Prize Distribution Ceremony on 8th April, 2011 at MITI
This was the mega event of the year and first of its kind in the life of MITI. The event was graced by national and foreign dignitaries from
WMO and was presided by Mr. Abdul Sattar Dada, President WMO. Besides, large number of guests from industry, business,news media
and all past and present students were invited to the function.

Mr. Abdul Sattar Dada, President WMO delivering speech at MITI

Sir Iqbal Sakrani Senior Deputy President WMO delivering
speech at MITI

Guests seated at the Prize Distribution Ceremony on 8th April, 2011 at MITI
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Third Anniversary Celebration on 31st May, 2012
This was the mega event of the year 2012 and first of its kind in the life of MITI. The event was graced by national and foreign dignitaries from
WMO and was presided by Mr. Abdul Sattar Dada, President WMO. Besides, large number of guests from industry, business,news media and all
past and present students were invited to the function.

Graduation Ceremony of 1st batch of BBSYDP Students
on 19th October 2012
Memon Industrial and Technical Institute together with the Ministry of Youth Affairs, Government of Sindh celebrated their graduation
ceremony of the first batch of the Benazir Bhutto Shaheed Youth Development Program on 19th October 2012. The training session of this
batch started in July and concluded in September. There were 80 students in all.

Exhibition of MITI’s Creations 15th to 17th December 2012
The ladies section of MITI organized an exhibition and meena bazar with the objective of promoting the activities of MITI and increasing the
number of students admissions. The creations of MITI students and faculty were on sale. A large number of outside entrepreneurs participated in
the exhibition. More than six thousand people visited the event.
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Celebration of Eid-e-Milad un Nabi (s.a.w) on 21st
February 2013
To celebrate Eid-e-Milad-un-Nabi, a mehfil-e-milad was held in MITI on 1st February, 2013. On this occasion, the male and female staff participated
to express their love and devotion for their beloved Prophet (S.A.W). The Chairman MITI and the management team of MITI also attended the
function.
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Visits of dignitaries
MITI is now an established name in
Technical and Vocational Training in the
country and a number of visitors from
Government and Private Sector and
Diplomatic circles have appreciated its
infrastructure, facilities, course design and
most of all the fulfillment of the vision and
mission of WMO of service to humanity
while preserving their self-respect.
They appreciate that similar facilities
in the Country charge heavy fees for such
trainings but WMO and MITI have made
it possible for the needy and deserving
people to get training in vocational skills
with minimum financial burden on the

families. Many NGOs have also shown
great appreciation for MITI system and
have shown interest in replicating its
example. MITI will assist them where
possible without compromising its own
interests and objectives.
Over the years, a large number of
national and foreign dignitaries have visited
MITI. Notable among these dignitaries
are the British High Commissioner, Mr.
Adam Thomson on 28th April, 2011, the
Consul General of Germany, Mr. Tilo
Klinner on 19thNovember, 2011,Mr. Mir
Changez Khan Jamali, Federal Minister
for Science and Technology, Government

Syed Mustafa Kamal, Haji AbdulRazzak Yaqoob ARY

of Pakistan, Islamabad on the 3rd August
2012, Mr. Abdul Sattar Dada, President
WMO on 8 April 2011, Mr. Arif Habib,
Chairman Arif Habib Group and Mr.
Tariq Shafi Chak, Executive Director,
National Vocational & Technical Training
Commission (NAVTTC), Prime Minister’s
Secretariat, Islamabad on the 8th June
2012.Also to visit MITI in July 2012 was
Commissioner Karachi, Mr. Mohammad
Hussain Syed.Besides, Mr. Mustafa Kamal
City Nazim, Haji Abdul Razzak Yaqoob,
Haji Abdul Rauf , Mr. Mufthi Hashim,
Regional Manager, City & Guilds, Sri
Lanka visited MITI several times.

Mr. Arif Habib Chairman Arif Habib Group

Mufti Hashim Regional Manager City & Guilds

Mr. Haji Abdul Rauf Yaqoob ARY

British High Commissionr Adam Thomsan, Deputy high Commissioner
Dr. Peter Tibber Syed Mustafa Kamal. Haji Abdaul Razzaq ARY, H.M.
Shahzad, Pir Muhammad Kaliya, Shoaib Ismail & Shahab Hasan

Consul General of Germany Dr. Tilo Klinuer, Nasreen Jaleel,
Mr. Rasheed Godil, Mr. H.M. Shahzad Mr. Pir Muhammad
Kaliya & Mr. Shoaib Ismail Mangroria, Mr. Shahab Hasan
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The British High Commissioner appreciating the students of
Embroidery

The German Consul General visiting the Auto electrician
workshop

President WMO Abdul Sattar Dada visiting the Auto Mechanic workshop

Mr. Tariq Shafi Chak, Executive Director,
NAVTEC

22

Commissioner Karachi & Administrator
CDGK Mr. Muhammad Hussain Syed

Mir Changez Khan Jamali Federal Minister
of Science & Technology
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Other personalities to visit MITI include members of WMO, Schools, Members of Press
and general public. Some of them are shown in the photos below in chronological order:

2009

Mr. Yahya Polani with Delegation

Mr. Taufiq Hamdani & Mr. Ashraf Machyara

2010

Mr. Khalid Qasim Khanani

Mr. Masood Alam from UK with Haji Abdul Rauf ARY

Mr. Abdul Rashid Zakarya from USA
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Mr. Rudi German Consultant

Mr. Iqbal Dawood & Mr. Ashraf Dawood from UAE

Brig. Javed Iqbal, Pakistan Rangers
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2011

Mr. Ibrahim Supariwala from India

24

Haji Abdul Razzak ARY and family

Mr. Ghulam Nabi Kadwani with Haji Abdul Razzaq

Mr. & Mrs.A.K. Ismail from South Africa

Visit to MITI by the City Foundation School Gulshan-e-Zia
Campus

Visit to MITI by Mr. Majeed Abdani with Students
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2012

Qari Sheikh Bashir Ahmed Siddiqui, Qari Zia ur Rehman and Qari
Hussain Munir from Madinah Munnawara

Haji Shafiq-ur-Rehman, Former Minister Government of Sindh
and Former President, KCCI

Mr. Amin Chapal Chairman Chapal Group

Mr. Asif Siddiqui Director KESC

Mr. Ismail & Mr. Izzatullah Khan

Mr. Faizal Suleman from South Africa

Officers of the Sindh Public Service Academy

Mr. Ebrahim Joosab from South Africa
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26

Mr. Faruk Chandiwala from Surat India

Mr. Imran Panawala Asst. Sec. General Europe Chapter

Mr. Wolfgang Saier from Germany

Mr. Shoaib Ahmed Siddiqui DG Excise Government of Sindh

Officers of the Sindh Public Service Academy

Visit of Mr. Shahid Sanghani COO WMO to MITI
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2013

Dr. Ismail Ali Muhammad from UK

Mr. Gul Muhammad with Delegation

Mr. Rafiq Pakkel &Mr. Kareem Bhutani (KMA)

Mr. Raeesuddin Peracha, Senior Joint Secretary, Ministry of
Textile Industry, Government of Pakistan.

Mr. Ahmed Mooja Punjani from South Africa

Haji Karim Bakhsh Sidiqui PSC-BBSYDP
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Recreational Activities

Recreational activities are part of every institution’s life and
MITI also encourages such constructive activities.

Singing national songs on 14th August 2011

Fine Arts Exhibition 2011

Seminar onww Information Technology

Workshop on Professional Photography

28
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Celebration of 4th Anniversary of MITI

Marketing Campaign in Expo Center Karachi

Energy Conservation Awareness Workshop by KESC

Tree Planting by Students of MITI
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What the dignitaries say about MITI
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Inauguration of Memon Institute of Hijama Therapy
(MIHT)

The Memon Institute of Hijama Therapy
started operations on 2nd February, 2012.
MIHT has been built in the premises of
Memon Industrial and Technical Institute
(MITI) under the management of MITI.
Dr. Asif Ahmed is the Medical Director.
The inauguration of the building had
been carried out on the 8th of April, 2011
on the occasion of the visit of Mr. Abdul
Sattar Dada, President WMO and other
international dignitaries. It was inaugurated
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by Haji Jan Mohammad Yaqoob Gandhi.
In the MIHT, treatment is done on the
basis of Hijama based on the Sunnah of the
Holy Prophet, Sallal laho Alaih e wasalam.
A space has been provided for Hijama
Therapy. The building includes 3 rooms for
doctors, a meeting room,change room and 5
patient beds. All the equipment required for
a modern clinic is available at MIHT. MIHT
has been built to give treatment to all sections
of society at a very nominal cost because

it is intended to be run on a not-for-profit
basis. Many of the patients who are unable
to bear even this nominal cost are provided
treatment without payment of any fees. In
the first phase, the facility will be used for
treatment only and in the second phase very
shortly the training and research function
will also be started. From its beginning the
MIHT has treated more than 7,500 patients.
Among them are many patients who come
from many foreign countries for treatment.
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The future of MITI
MITI is geared to open more courses in the near future for which there is growing
demand in the market such as machining, wood working, computer programming,
fashion designing. In keeping with the process of rationalization, those courses
which are not so popular may be discontinued.
The experiment of introducing one-day courses/workshops in Ladies’
section has yielded encouraging results and it is intended to continue with this on
a regular basis in both sections. Leading figures in the industry will be invited to
give lectures in their fields. It is also planned to introduce six and twelve month
diploma courses in the near future. More partnerships with industry will be
undertaken.
MITI prides itself in becoming a premier institution for technical and
vocational training in the country and the management and staff of MITI are
committed in its continued growth to help the destitute people of society for a
quick upward mobility.
We are humbled by the above achievements and are grateful to Allah SWT
for guiding us in the right direction and giving success in our ventures.
The present building has now become very congested due to tremendous
increase in number of students. Another floor will be added to the present
structure to cope with the increase in the number of students and additional
courses.
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Exporters of all kinds of Yarns, Textiles new
and second hand reconditioned machineries
second hand reconditioned Cars, Used Tyres
Used Motor Cycles and Buses

Only officially registered recognized
Memon company Japan since 1955

MEIYO BOEKI SHOKAI
PROPALACE AZUCHIMACHI BLDG. 2F
1-619 AZUCHI MACHI CHUO-KU OSAKA (JAPAN)
MAILING ADDRESS
HIGASHI P.O. BOX NO. 163, OSAKA (JAPAN)

PHONE: (06) 6264-0190
FAX: (06) 6264-0147
E-MAIL: meiyo@warp.or.jp
E-MAIL: yusufjapanwala@hotmail.com
PRESIDENT: YUSUF M. BHADELIA

EDCUATION

Building the nation
through higher education
U

niversities are the most important
producers of knowledge, which
are the driving force for prosperity
and increased standard of living. Models
of economic growth have underscored the
central role of knowledge accumulation to
gross domestic growth. If one really wants
to know how a country is going to do in the
21st century, do not count its oil reserves or
natural resources, count its highly effective
teachers, committed students and dedicated
researchers. Today’s learning outcomes
at educational institutes are a powerful
predictor for the wealth and social outcomes
that national will reap in the long run.
Knowledge and skills have thus become the
global currency of 21st century economies.
Countries social and economic prosperity
depend upon their level of higher education
of its people.
The modern universities with their mix
of teaching, innovation and research, are
today very different from the universities of
yester years, which only served as teaching
grounds. By introducing innovation,
creativity and inter-disciplinary research
as vital components or teaching, and with
knowledge, exchange of technology transfer
programs, the university contributes more
directly to the society and economy than
many other institutions.
The higher education sector worldwide
is faced with multiple challenges. However,
fortunately in Pakistan the concerned
education centre has kept itself abreast
of all global developments and has taken
numerous measures in improving the quality
and relevancy of education and research
at universities. It has made tremendous
progress despite constraints in funding and
every step to recognize itself being a success
story among various global higher education
communities.
Among various challenges faced by
the education sector, the first challenge
is to increase equitable access to higher
education. Enrollment in universities is
now increasing at an average of 15-20% a
year, which is phenomenal. It only shows
how starved our nation is for want of higher
education. In the last 10 years, the number
of recognized universities has increased
considerably. Today there are universities or
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their campuses in all corners of the country.
However, despite an increase in accessibility
to higher education from the previous 3% to
over 8% now, we are still significantly below
other emerging economies like Malaysia and
Turkey. However, growth is only possible
if government provides sustainable resources
to the public sector and facilitation to the
private sector Otherwise millions may not
be able to achieve liberal education and find
a means to upward economic mobility in a
country where half the population is below
the age of 18 and 40% live below the poverty
line.
The second challenge is to improve
quality. This will monitor the in-house
quality as well to effectively enhance quality
at the universities. The rating criteria for
private universities have been considerably
enhanced and as a result today there are
no sub-standard universities in Pakistan.
Simultaneously, the criterion to establish
new universities in the private sector has

been rationalized to enable more universities
to be established for an increased equitable
access without compromising on quality.
The third challenge is enhanced and
relevant research. There can be no value
addition without knowledge creation.
Focusing on this aspect, the number of Ph.D.
faculty and Ph.D. students in universities
have more than doubled in the last four years
alone. However, despite this increase, only
25% of the faculty have Ph.D. degrees. The
target is to increase it to over 40% by 2020.
We have finally started getting return
of our investment on higher education. A
significant human resources have been
developed, knowledge capital has been
created and processes and systems have
gained strength. All stakeholders including
the Government, must now move forward
collectively to further strengthen this
institution for the betterment of future
generations, and for the prosperity of
Pakistan.
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Vitamin D...
Are You
Getting
Enough?
A

s a Muslim woman who wears the
niqaab (face-veil, headscarf, and
jilbab), and after much research
on the subject, I wish to increase awareness
amongst sisters to take precaution in
preventing vitamin-D deficiency. We may
be at a slightly higher risk than others due to
the lack of sun exposure because of the way
we dress and due to the fact that many of us
may rarely leave our homes.
People who are mostly susceptible
are those who stay indoors most of the
time, wear sunscreen constantly, who are
vegetarians who cut out all forms of meat
including fish...etc, or live in a location that
lacks sufficient sunlight sometimes up to 6
months during the winter months.
Vitamin D keeps our bones strong,
helps to prevent some cancers and benefits
the immune system. Preliminary research
suggests it may reduce the risks of breast,
prostate and colon cancer. This vitamin
is a hormone and is manufactured in the
body. It helps the body utilize calcium and
phosphorous and builds bones and teeth.
Your body can only make vitamin
D under the proper conditions. It actually
does not take much to do so and will not
compromise our lifestyles.
It is recommended that you try to find
a secluded place outdoors so that you can
expose your face and hands to direct sunlight
for 10 to 15 minutes only 2 or 3 times a week.
(Remember too much sun is not good either
and overexposure can lead to skin cancer).
You will most likely manufacture enough
Vitamin D to meet your needs and because it is
a fat-soluble vitamin, you can store enough to
supply you for days even months without sun
exposure (according to many health specialists
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and Bill Sardi a health journalist and consumer
advocate in CA).
It is also advised to take a daily
multi-nutrient that contains at least
400IU of vitamin D3 (look for the word
“cholecalciferol” on the label). Try and
consume more vitamin D-rich foods like fish
(salmon, sardines and tuna), fish oils, eggs,
liver, milk, bran cereals and butter (avoid
using margarine, it’s liquefied plastic). In
doing this your skin, nerves, heart, hormonal
system, bones, teeth and joints will benefit.
This also helps minimize bone loss, leading
to osteoporosis. Studies have also shown
that consistent weight-bearing exercise also
increases bone density such as jogging,
walking, weight-training, etc. (i.e. treadmill’s
are great!)
Rickets and Osteomalacia (adult form
of rickets) is also caused by a lack of vitamin
D in the body. This is when the bones
become increasingly soft making them brittle
and more flexible causing deformity to the
body. Symptoms can include pain in the
limbs, spine, throat, and pelvis also amenia
and progressive weakness.
Vitamin D is formed in the skin by
the action of short-wave ultra-violet light.
Precursors of vitamin D in the skin are
converted into cholecalciferol, a weak form
of vitamin D3, which is then transported to
the liver and kidneys where enzymes convert
it to 1,25 dihydroxycholecalciferol, the more
potent form of vitamin D3. Vitamin D
precursors require cholesterol for conversion
into the hormone-vitamin.
Without adequate sun exposure,
vitamin D precursors turn to cholesterol
instead of the vitamin. Fat-soluble vitamin
D supplements are available. Vitamin D3 is

believed to exhibit the most potent cancerinhibiting properties and is the preferred
form of the vitamin. Evidence of vitamin
D’s protective effect against cancer is
compelling and it may also go beyond cancer
prevention and provide tumour therapy.
Much has been made of pharmaceutical
angiogenesis inhibitors- agents that help
inhibit the growth of new, undesirable blood
vessels that tumours require for nutrient
supply and growth. Laboratory tests have
shown vitamin D to be a potent angiogenesis
inhibitor. Vitamin D also works at another
stage of cancer development. Tumour cells
are young, immortal cells that never grow
up, mature and die off. Because vitamin
D derivatives have been shown to promote
normal cell growth and maturation, drug
companies are attempting to engineer
patentable forms of vitamin D for anticancer therapy.
So my dear sisters, it does not require
a whole lot to avoid vitamin-D deficiency.
Only a small amount of sunlight and/or
vitamin D supplements are required. If you
do not have the convenience of you own
privacy fenced-in yard, try to find a secluded
place to expose only your face and hands for
about 15 minutes such as a park for example,
where no one else can see you. Choose the
least busiest time to go.
You do not have to compromise
the wearing of niqaab in doing so sisters.
Remember, even sisters who do not wear
niqaab who live in locations such as Canada,
Alaska, etc where you lose much sunlight or
even work indoors most of the day should
take these extra precautions in order that we
may all help to keep our bodies healthy.
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A glass of milk a day
boosts memory
D

rinking at least one glass of milk
everyday could not only boost
your intake of much-needed key
nutrients, but it could also positively impact
your brain and mental performance, experts
suggest.
A new study has found that adults with
higher intakes of milk and milk products
scored significantly higher on memory and
other brain function tests than those who
drank little to no milk.
Milk drinkers were five times less likely
to “fail” the test, compared to non-milk
drinkers.
Researchers at the University of Maine
put more than 900 men and women ages 23
to 98 through a series of brain tests - including
visual-spatial, verbal and working memory
tests - and tracked the milk consumption
habits of the participants.
In the series of eight different measures
of mental performance, regardless of age and
through all tests, those who drank at least
one glass of milk each day had an advantage.
The highest scores for all eight

outcomes were observed for those with the
highest intakes of milk and milk products
compared to those with low and infrequent
milk intakes.
The benefits persisted even after
controlling for other factors that can affect
brain health, including cardiovascular health
and other lifestyle and diet factors. In fact,
milk drinkers tended to have healthier diets
overall, but there was something about
milk intake specifically that offered the
brain health advantage, according to the
researchers.
In addition to the many established
health benefits of milk from bone health
to cardiovascular health, the potential to
stave off mental decline may represent a
novel benefit with great potential to impact
the aging population. While more research
is needed, the scientists suggest some of
milk’s nutrients may have a direct effect on
brain function and that “easily implemented
lifestyle changes that individuals can make
present an opportunity to slow or prevent
neuropsychological dysfunction.”

Health benefits of
watermelon
J

uicy watermelons are indeed packed
with some of the best antioxidants in
nature
It is the season of watermelons. They
are best during the summer as they will be
soft, sweet and juicy.
They are indeed the best thirst
quenchers, no doubt, but did you know
that they are rich in anti-oxidants as well?
Juicy watermelons are indeed packed with
some of the best antioxidants in nature.
Research has shown that they are good for
cardiovascular diseases, colon cancer and
diabetes too.
They are rich in Vitamin A, B and C.
What’s more, they are low in calories and
very nutritious.
It is an ideal health drink because it
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The right pick

is 92 per cent water, and does not contain
any fat or cholesterol. It also fills you
up fast because of its water content. So
have it along with your barbeque or grills
as watermelons will prevent you from
overeating.

Choose the right watermelon. Always choose
one that is symmetrical and firm without any
cuts and bruises. Turn it over and you will see
a yellow color on one side. The yellow area is
a good sign as it shows that the watermelon
was rested on the ground while ripening
under the sun. It is also an indication that
your melon is sweeter and juicer. Slap your
melon and if it sounds hollow, then it is ripe.
Are you hesitant to buy watermelon
frequently because of its size which will
occupy a lot of space in the refrigerator? But
now plenty of micro melons are available
in the market which will easily fit into any
small space. So, next time you hit a fruit
shop, don’t forget to shop for a watermelon.
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TIPS

Some facts

1. Chewing on gum while cutting
onions can help a person from stop
producing tears. Try it next time you
chop onions.
2. Until babies are six months old,
they can breathe and swallow at the
same time. Indeed convenient!
3. Offered a new pen to write with, 97%
of all people will write their own name.
4. Male mosquitoes are vegetarians.
Only females bite.
5. The average person’s field of vision
encompasses a 200-degree wide
angle.
6. To find out if a watermelon is ripe,
knock it, and if it sounds hollow then
it is ripe.
7. Canadians can send letters with
personalized postage stamps showing
their own photos on each stamp.
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8. Babies’ eyes do not produce tears until
the baby is approximately six to eight
weeks old.
9. It snowed in the Sahara Desert in
February of 1979.
10. Plants watered with warm water
grow larger and more quickly than
plants watered with cold water.
11. Wearing headphones for just an
hour will increase the bacteria in your
ear by 700 times.
12. Grapes explode when you put
them in the microwave.
13. Those stars and colours you see
when you rub your eyes are called
phosphenes.
14. Our eyes are always the same size
from birth, but our nose and ears never
stop growing.

15. Everyone’s tongue
different, like fingerprints.

print

is

16. Contrary to popular belief, a
swallowed chewing gum doesn’t stay
in the gut. It will pass through the
system and be excreted.
17. At 40 Centigrade a person loses
about 14.4 calories per hour by
breathing.
18. There is a hotel in Sweden built
entirely out of ice; it is rebuilt every year.
19. Cats, camels and giraffes are the
only animals in the world that walk
right foot, right foot, left foot, left foot,
rather than right foot, left foot .
20. Onions help reduce cholesterol if
eaten after a fatty meal.
21. The sound you hear when you crack
your knuckles is actually the sound of
nitrogen gas bubbles bursting.
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